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Evolution of Microstructure and Crystallographic
Texture During Dissimilar Friction Stir Welding
of Duplex Stainless Steel to Low Carbon-Manganese
Structural Steel
S. RAHIMI, T.N. KONKOVA, I. VIOLATOS, and T.N. BAKER
Electron backscattered diffraction (EBSD) was used to analyze the evolution of microstructure
and crystallographic texture during friction stir welding of dissimilar type 2205 duplex stainless
steel (DSS) to type S275 low carbon-manganese structural steel. The results of microstructural
analyses show that the temperature in the center of stirred zone reached temperatures between
Ac1 and Ac3 during welding, resulting in a minor ferrite-to-austenite phase transformation in
the S275 steel, and no changes in the fractions of ferrite and austenite in the DSS. Temperatures
in the thermomechanically affected and shoulder-affected zones of both materials, in particular
toward the root of the weld, did not exceed the Ac1 of S275 steel. The shear generated by the
friction between the material and the rotating probe occurred in austenitic/ferritic phase field of
the S275 and DSS. In the former, the transformed austenite regions of the microstructure were
transformed to acicular ferrite, on cooling, while the dual-phase austenitic/ferritic structure of
the latter was retained. Studying the development of crystallographic textures with regard to
shear flow lines generated by the probe tool showed the dominance of simple shear components
across the whole weld in both materials. The ferrite texture in S275 steel was dominated by D1,
D2, E, E , and F, where the fraction of acicular ferrite formed on cooling showed a negligible
deviation from the texture for the ideal shear texture components of bcc metals. The ferrite
texture in DSS was dominated by D1, D2, I, I , and F, and that of austenite was dominated by
the A, A, B, and B of the ideal shear texture components for bcc and fcc metals, respectively.
While D1, D2, and F components of the ideal shear texture are common between the ferrite in
S275 steel and that of dual-phase DSS, the preferential partitioning of strain into the ferrite
phase of DSS led to the development of I and I components in DSS, as opposed to E and E in
the S275 steel. The formations of fine and ultrafine equiaxed grains were observed in different
regions of both materials that are believed to be due to strain-induced continuous dynamic
recrystallization (CDRX) in ferrite of both DSS and S275 steel, and discontinuous dynamic
recrystallization (DDRX) in austenite phase of DSS.
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11661-018-5023-3
 The Author(s) 2018
I. INTRODUCTION
FRICTION stir welding (FSW) is a solid-state
welding technique originally developed by The Welding
Institute (TWI) in the early 1990s for joining aluminum
alloys.[1,2] It has now become an important alternative
process for joining aluminum alloys and also other
alloying systems which are relatively soft compared to
the tools used for stirring the material.[3–6] FSW has also
been developed for higher-temperature alloys including
stainless steels, titanium and its alloys, low carbon
microalloyed steel and other steels.[7–12] However, the
significantly high costs associated with tools for high
melting point materials makes the process less econom-
ically competitive compared to the well-developed
fusion welding processes, despite some efforts taken to
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overcome this issue through alternative methods.[13]Due
to the solid-state nature of the FSW, no macroscopic
melting is involved for a wide range of alloys, and as a
result, the rigorous controls normally needed in fusion
welding to prevent solidification- and liquation-induced
cracking, porosity and loss of volatile solutes, are not
required.[5] Also, the FS weld has improved mechanical
and metallurgical properties, and normally a lower
residual stress level than other methods of welding such
as electron-beam welding, brazing, and weld clad-
ding.[14–16] Residual stress can provide enough driving
force for the initiation and propagation of cracks that
might lead to the failure in service.[17,18]
An extensive body of literature has been published on
the viability of FSW for producing high quality defect
free welds between dissimilar materials and alloys,[19–33]
in particular, those systems such as metal matrix
composites that are difficult or impossible to weld by
conventional fusion welding.[34–39] The major difference
between the FSW of similar and dissimilar materials is
in the sharp discontinuity in properties across the weld
cross section. This can result in asymmetric heat
generation and materials flow behavior on both sides
of the weld during the stirring process. Even in the case
of joining similar materials by FSW, the weld region is
not symmetrical relative to the center of the weld.[11]
This is primarily due to the nature of the stirring process
that has both rotation and translation, which create
advancing side (AS) and retreating side (RS) regions.
The directions of rotation and translation on the AS are
the same, and this results in a maximum relative velocity
which leads to the highest plastic deformation compared
to other regions of the weld. This also causes the
temperature to be the highest on the AS. On the other
hand, due to the opposite directions of rotation and
translation, the minimum relative velocity occurs on the
RS where the material is forced against the translation
direction and results in maximized material mix-
ing.[5,40–44] Therefore, when joining dissimilar materials,
taking into account the discontinuity in inherent mate-
rial properties and the asymmetric nature of FSW, it is
necessary to consider which side of the joint should
contain the AS or RS, to achieve optimal mixing and
superior properties.
Only a limited number of papers are available in public
literature on the FSW of dissimilar steels. These include
joints between AISI type 304 austenitic stainless steel and
st37 steel under two different tool rotational speeds of 400
and 800 rpm,[20] joints between UNS S31603 austenitic
stainless steel and UNS S32750 super-duplex stainless
steel under various tool’s rotational speeds (i.e., 100 to 300
rpm),[45] and a joint between a 2205 duplex stainless steel
(DSS) and S275 low carbon-manganese structural
steel.[46] These studies have investigated the influence of
welding parameters on the resultant microstructures,
mechanical properties (e.g., yield stress, ultimate tensile
strengths and elongation), bending endurance and fatigue
performance. The microstructural studies of these welds
reported the existence of heat affected zone (HAZ),
thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ) and stir zone
(SZ) on both sides of the joints, with the center of the
welds having alternating bands of both materials.[20,45,46]
In the case of joining type 304 austenitic stainless steel to
st37 steel,[20] detailed microstructural analyses were
carried out using a range of techniques and it was
reported that the SZ had a mixed microstructure con-
taining different types of ferrite with colonies of ferrite
and cementite, indicating dynamic recrystallization in the
SZ of type 304 stainless steel and phase transformation in
that of st37 steel.[20] For the other two dissimilar
welds,[45,46] themicrostructural phases were characterized
by optical microscopy and X-ray diffraction (XRD), and
the observations used to justify the measured mechanical
properties and performance. None of these studies
however have reported texture evolution and the domi-
nant deformation mechanisms during the welding pro-
cess. As opposed to the FSW of dissimilar steels, a
growing number of studies exist demonstrating successful
FSW joints between similar superduplex stainless steel,[47]
UNS S31630 austenitic stainless steel,[48] microalloyed
steel,[11,49,50] pure iron,[10] type 409 ferritic stainless
steel[51] and type 304L stainless steel.[12] Most of these
studies emphasized on the inter-relationships between
process parameters such as tool rotational and traverse
speed, and the resultant microstructures, defect forma-
tion and mechanical properties of the welded joint, while
the evolution of microstructure and crystallographic
texture have received less attentions. This is most likely
because using FSW for welding ferrous alloys with high
melting points is challenging due to the high temperatures
and critical wear conditions encountered by the rotating
tools.
In general, the studies reported on microstructural
evolution during FSW of ferrous systems with both
face-centered cubic (FCC) and body-centered cubic
(BCC) crystal structures, are mainly on materials in
which the microstructure does not undergo solid-state
phase transformation during welding. For example, the
reports on the microstructure evolution during FSW of
pure iron,[10] type 409 ferritic stainless steel[51] and the
recrystallization behavior of type 304L stainless steel.[12]
The solid-state phase transformation influences the final
microstructure, and in particular weakens the FSW-in-
duced shear texture, thus making the recognition of
dominant deformation mechanisms difficult or even
impossible. The results of an investigation on API X 100
grade of linepipe steel[52] in which phase transformation
occurred during FSW, suggested that the material in
TMAZ experienced a complex microstructure evolution.
These are reported to be phase transformation in the SZ,
continuous dynamic recrystallization in the transition
zone between the TMAZ and the HAZ, and a rear-
rangement of low-angle grain boundaries in the HAZ.
Given the severe shear deformation caused by FSW in
the SZ, the measured crystallographic texture was
random, and the reason for this observation was
attributed to the weakening effect of phase transforma-
tion on the shear texture.[52] However, a recent study on
EH46 microalloyed steel,[11] in which the SZ reached a
temperature between Ac1  Ac3 during FSW, caused a
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partial phase transformation resulting in a dual-phase
austenitic/ ferritic microstructure during FSW, and
showed the dominance of simple shear texture compo-
nents across the whole weld. This study was even able to
distinguish the Bf112g 110h i and Bf112g 110
 
simple
shear texture components which occurred in austenite
portion at Ac1  Ac3 temperature through the
bainite-phase textures formed on cooling that were
inherited from the shear textures of the austenite phase
showing a relatively strong variant selection.[11] The
ferrite portion of the SZ and that of the TMAZ were
shown to undergo shear deformation with textures
dominated by the D1f112g 111h i andD2f112g 111h i sim-
ple shear texture components.[11] In addition to the
phase transformation that might have an influence on
changing the final crystallographic texture, extended
plasticity mechanisms such as dynamic recrystallization
active during the FSW process may also be influential.
Observations of weak shear texture and rotated-cube
texture in FCC materials imply the occurrence of these
mechanisms during the process.[53]
Texture is a useful means of recognizing the major
deformation mechanisms active during FSW. It is well
understood that the shear created by the rotating tool is
the main deformation mechanism causing microstruc-
ture and texture evolution during FSW. This has been
seen during FSW of aluminum alloys in forms of the
development of {110} h110i and {114} h221i shear
texture components with respect to the local shear
reference frame.[53,54] A later study on aluminum
revealed that the post-FSW texture was entirely formed
of simple shear components, which are composed of
B= B and C with B= B in alternating bands across the
whole weld.[55] Similar observations were reported for
Ti-6Al-4V[56] and EH46 microalloyed steel[11] where
both materials undergo phase transformation during
FSW, a ﬁ b for the former and ferrite ﬁ austenite for
the latter. Also, friction stir processing (FSP) has been
seen to result in a well-defined f112g 111h i shear texture
in pure iron,[57] and rotated-cube texture,
f111g 110h i; f112g 110h i and f001g 110h i in type 304 aus-
tenitic stainless steel.[58]
Dissimilar friction stir welding of duplex stainless
steel (DSS) to low carbon-manganese structural steel,
involves thermal effects, thermo mechanical processing
and phase transformation depending on temperature,
which still require thorough investigation. In particular,
information is lacking on the evolution of microstruc-
ture and crystallographic texture during dissimilar FSW
of these materials where DSS contains both ferrite and
austenite phases with bcc and fcc crystal structures
respectively, and structural steel has ferrite with bcc
crystal structure. This is under a condition where a
potential solid-state phase transformation in structural
steel may occur during dissimilar FSW, dictating the
physical and mechanical properties of ferrous alloys.
This paper aims to present a clear understanding of the
evolution of crystallographic texture and microstruc-
tural changes during dissimilar FSW of DSS 2205 to
S275 low carbon-manganese structural steel.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
A. Material and Processing
The weld was produced at TWI from two plates, one
DSS 2205 and the other S275 low carbon-manganese
structural steel, with identical dimensions of 2000 mm 9
200 mm 9 6 mm (L 9W 9 T) that were butted together
and clamped to the bed of the PowerStirTM FSW table.
The chemical composition of both materials are pro-
vided in Table I. A typical PowerStirTM design Mega-
Stir Q70 tool with convex scrolled shoulder and six sided
tri-flat pin with 5.7 mm length was used with counter
clock wise (CCW) rotation direction. The pin geometry
is a truncated tri-flat cone with a tapering angle
alternating between  50 and 60 deg for the flat and
curved sides, respectively.
The DSS was placed on the advancing side (AS) and
the S275 low carbon-manganese structural steel on the
retreating side (RS), where both the tool’s rotation and
traverse movement are in the same direction for the
former, and in opposite directions (i.e., 180 deg) for the
latter. The tool had a tungsten carbide shank with a
probe made from polycrystalline boron nitride (PCBN)
with tungsten (W)-rhenium (Re) binder. The weld was
produced under force control in one pass with the FSW
tool rotational speed of 200 rpm and traverse speed of
100 mm min1, under an average downward axial force
of 55 kN, offset 0.6 mm toward the AS.
B. Microstructure Characterization
Optical microscopy (OM), scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM), and electron backscattered diffraction
(EBSD) were used for microstructural characterization.
For the EBSD analysis, a sample with 27 mm 9 6 mm
dimensions was cut from the weld cross section, in the
plane perpendicular to the welding direction (WD), and
mechanically ground by silicon carbide (SiC) emery
paper and polished by 6 and 1 lm lubricate diamond
paste and 0.05 lm colloidal silica suspension, succes-
sively. The mirror-finished sample was then electropol-
ished to remove approximately 20 to 30 lm material
from the mechanically polished surface using Struers’
electrolyte A2 at ambient temperature for 45 s at 35 V.
The acquisition of EBSD maps was carried out using
a fully automated AZtec HKL Advanced (plus C5
Prem) Nordlys Max 2 EBSD system interfaced to a FEI
Quanta-650 field-emission gun scanning electron micro-
scope, with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV and a 100
lm dia. aperture. The acquisition time was set to 30
milliseconds, collecting at least two frames for each
point. Orientation mapping was performed across the
weld in the probe dominated area, starting from the base
material (BM) on far AS side (i.e., DSS side) and
terminating on far RS side (i.e., S275 steel), with 0.5 lm
step size covering an area of 16 mm 9 0.5 mm.
Additionally, individual high resolution maps with 0.3
lm step size and 440 lm 9 320 lm area each, have been
collected from the HAZ, TMAZ, and centerline of the
SZ in the probe dominated area of the weld from both
materials. The locations of these maps are highlighted in
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Figure 1. In all cases, a minimum of 80 pct of the
scanned areas were indexed.
Following the EBSD scans, the surface was etched
with a 4 pct nital solution for 15 seconds to reveal the
microstructure of the S275 steel on the RS side for
inspection by OM. This left the DSS on the AS side
unaffected. The sample was then electroetched at ambi-
ent temperature for 30 seconds at 10 V in 10 pct oxalic
acid electrolyte to highlight the duplex stainless steel
microstructure for characterization by OM. This
resulted in a grossly over-etched S275 carbon steel,
while revealing the DSS microstructure.
C. Residual Stress Measurement
The surface residual stress maps were measured by
X-ray diffraction (XRD) using a PROTO-LXRD
diffractometer and the sin2w method.[59] The measure-
ments were in two perpendicular directions of the TD
and the ND on the weld cross section. For these
measurements, the stresses were calculated from the
strains of the {211} Bragg reflection in ferrite phase at
156 Bragg angle, assuming X-ray elastic constants S1
(hkl)
(MPa) and ½S2
(hkl) (MPa) of 1.28 9 106 and
5.92 9 106, respectively. These measurements were
performed on a rectangular grid at equally spaced
points, 1 mm distance in both ND and TD, encompass-
ing the entire weld and BM materials on either side of
the weld. For each point in both directions, 11 mea-
surements with 1-second exposure time for each mea-
surement were performed. These were sufficient to
obtain an adequate number of counts to construct
strong peaks used for stress analyses. A round collima-
tor with 1 mm radius and eleven w-off set angles in the
range of maximum ± 33 deg were employed.
D. Microhardness Measurement
After detailed microstructural characterization and
residual stress determination, a hardness map of the
weld cross section, including the BM and the different
zones on both sides of the weld, was measured using a
Struers Durascan 70 testing machine with a diamond
shaped Vickers indenter by applying 1000 gf with 10
seconds delay. Indentations were made on a rectangular
grid covering the weld cross section, with 0.5 mm
spacing in both normal direction (ND) and transverse
direction (TD) between indentations, and  250 lm




Figure 2(a) shows the OM appearance of the starting
DSS material, an as-received, hot-rolled, and homoge-
nization-treated plate, containing austenite in the form
of predominantly elongated islands with complex mor-
phology, embedded in ferrite matrix. The phase map
obtained by EBSD (see Figure 2(c)) shows that the
volume fractions of the ferrite (Red) and austenite
(Blue) in the starting microstructure are approximately
64 and 36 pct, respectively. Both phases are elongated
along the hot rolling direction (RD) with the average
grain sizes of 5.8 and 4.2 lm, respectively, for the ferrite
and austenite. The presence of annealing twin bound-
aries, depicted in white boundary traces in Figure 2(c), is
visible inside the recrystallized austenite grains.
Figure 2(b) shows orientation image map (OIM) of the
starting DSS using inverse polefigure (IPF) coloring
with respect to the normal direction (ND). The as-re-
ceived DSS has a texture, which is presented in
Figure 2(d) in the form of {011} and {111} polefigures,
for both ferrite (i.e., bcc) and austenite (i.e., fcc) phases.
BM has a relatively strong {001}h110i orientation in the
ferrite phase, and {110}h112i orientation in the austenite
where {hkl} is the crystallographic plane perpendicular
to the ND and huvwi is the crystallographic direction
parallel to the RD.
Figure 3(a) shows an OM of the starting S275
material, which consists of equiaxed ferrite grains with
an average grain size of 10.3 lm, and pearlite colonies,
with similar average grain size as that of the ferrite,
distributed throughout the microstructure. A high
resolution SEM micrograph of one of the pearlite
colonies is shown in Figure 3(c). Figure 3(b) shows
OIM of the S275 BM using IPF coloring with respect to
the ND. The BM has a homogeneous microstructure
with no texture, as shown in Figure 3(d) in the form of
{011} and {111} polefigures. There are weak traces of
h110i poles parallel to the RD with heterogeneous
distribution, indicating the presence of weak RD fibers,
resulting from the manufacturing process.
B. Weld Microstructure
A low magnification OM appearance of the whole
weld cross section after etching with 4 pct nital
solution, to reveal S275 steel microstructure, is shown
in Figure 1. The welded area in the etched S275 steel,
located on the weld RS, can be distinguished from the
BM by its characteristic truncated-cone shape. Since
the 4 pct nital solution etching has left the DSS intact,
the welded region of the DSS, located on the AS, is
highlighted by superimposing dotted lines on the
micrograph for more clarity. The line is drawn after
electroetching with 10 pct oxalic acid, used to reveal
the DSS microstructure, where the weld region was
clearly identifiable from the rest of the DSS BM. Note
that electroetching with oxalic acid resulted in a tarnish
(i.e., over-etched) surface on the S275 steel, hence a
requirement for two different stages of etching, one for
each material. The slope of the weld in the probe
dominated area varies between 50 deg and 60 deg from
vertical, depending on distance from shoulder-affected
zone (SAZ), due to the geometry of the tool. The slope
of the weld on DSS side was measured to be  5 deg
lower than that of the S275 side. Highlighted in
Figure 1, are the regions from which OM micrographs
and EBSD maps were acquired and shown in Figures 4
through to Figure 6, Figures 9 and 10.
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The stirring process has led to the formation of
complex interlocking features at both macro- (see
Figure 1) and microscales (see Figure 5(e)). The
microinterlocking fingers of both materials are consis-
tently in the order of few grains on either side of the
weld interface (see Figure 5(e)). These interlocking
features are predominantly in the probe dominated area
in the middle of the SZ, and tend to disappear toward
the root of the weld and regions closer to the SAZ. A
thin layer of S275 steel,  100 to 200 lm, is observed to
be stirred to the very extreme of the SAZ on the DSS
side, and vice versa a thin layer of DSS is stirred to the
extreme of SAZ on the S275 steel side. Otherwise, no
traces of either material is detected by OM to be
incorporated by stirring in the other.
Micrographs taken after each etching stage are shown
in Figures 4 and Figure 5 for the DSS and S275 steel,
respectively. Figure 6 shows high resolution EBSD
maps using IPF coloring with respect to the normal
direction (ND), obtained from different regions of the
weld highlighted in Figure 1. The microstructural exam-
ination revealed that the DSS side of the weld consists of
the unchanged BM, HAZ, and TMAZ regions where the
material was in direct contact with the probe during the
FSW process (see Figures 4 and 6). The TMAZ can
further be classified into subzones of SZ and SAZ on the
basis of different microstructures, although differentiat-
ing SZ and SAZ from the TMAZ is not technically
correct, because all of these zones undergo the stirring
process. Figures 4(a) and 6(a) show the transition
between the BM and HAZ of the weld in DSS side. In
the HAZ, the austenite isles and the ferrite background
appear to be reoriented from being parallel to the TD in
the BM toward alignment with the tool’s tapering angle
with the ND. This reorientation is not consistent along
HAZ/TMAZ interface as it has been seen to be pointing
upward or downward, depending on the distance from
the SAZ. For example, the micrograph in Figure 4(a)
shows downward flow (i.e., reorientation) of grains,
while the high resolution EBSD map of the HAZ/
TMAZ transition area presented in Figure 6(a), which is
obtained from an area below that of Figure 4(a) (see
Figure 1 for the positions), shows the upward flow of
grains.
The TMAZ on the DSS side is a narrow band,  300
to 400 lm, in which both the austenite isles and the
ferrite matrix have a uniform equiaxed grain morphol-
ogy with average grain sizes of 1 and 2 lm, respectively
(see Figure 4(b)). The transition from TMAZ to SZ
occurs sharply, where the microstructure differs from
that of the TMAZ. In the SZ, although the average
grain size of both ferrite and austenite phases is almost
the same as those of TMAZ, the austenite colonies
appear to grow larger (see Figure 4(c)). Similarly, the
SAZ of the DSS has larger austenite colonies elongated
along the direction of tool’s shoulder rotation (see
Figure 4(d)). The major difference in microstructure on
the DSS side is observed in the TMAZ, toward the root
of the weld where ultrafine grains are observed in both
ferrite and austenite phases (see Figure 4(e)).
A detailed analysis of different regions of the S275
steel side of the weld by OM, shows that the BM
microstructure extends into the HAZ, where clusters of
fine grains ( 4 lm) are observed weaved into the
network of larger ( 10 to 11 lm) BM grains (see
Figure 5(a)). The shorter the distance to the TMAZ, the
greater becomes the volume fraction of small grain
clusters. This microstructure is consistent along the
Table I. Nominal Chemical Compositions of the Type 2205 DSS and the S275 Low Carbon-Manganese Structural Steel Used for
Dissimilar FSW in This Study (Wt Pct)
Material Fe Cr Ni Si Mn C P S Mo
S275 bal. 0. 09 0.16 0.16 0.47 0.1 0.023 0.033 0.03
DSS bal. 22.53 5.69 0.56 0.77 0.019 0.018 < 0.003 3.0
Fig. 1—Optical micrograph of the transverse cross section of the dissimilar friction stir weld between DSS and S275 steel. The micrograph is
captured after etching with 4 pct nital solution to reveal the microstructure of S275 steel where the DSS side is non-etched (i.e., white region).
The welding direction (WD) is perpendicular to the plane of the micrograph. DSS is on the AS, and S275 steel is on the RS. The two long
rectangles indicate the positions of the long EBSD maps acquired from the BM of DSS across the weld through to the BM of S275. Locations
labelled ‘’a’’ through ‘’e’’ are the positions of micrographs presented in Fig. 4(a) through (e), respectively. Those labelled ‘’a¢’’ through ‘’f¢’’ are
the positions of micrographs presented in Fig. 5(a) through (f), respectively. The solid squares labelled ‘’1’’ through ‘’3’’, respectively show the
positions of high resolution EBSD maps presented in Fig. 6(a) through (c).
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entire HAZ/TMAZ interface of S275 steel, except for
the region closer to the root of the weld (see Figure 5(f))
in which the average grain size of the cluster of fine
grains is observed to be smaller by at least two order of
magnitudes ( 2 lm). A transient region of approxi-
mately 2 to 3 mm thickness is observed in the TMAZ,
between the HAZ and the SZ on the S275 steel side. This
has uniform grains close to equiaxed ferrite grains, with
a fine grain size of  4 lm (see Figures 5(c), 6(c)). The
SAZ is a region of  200 lm thickness, having uniform
equiaxed ferrite grains with an average grain size of 3 to
4 lm which appears to be slightly smaller than that of
TMAZ (see Figure 5(c)). The microstructure in the SZ is
ferritic with near-equiaxed grain morphology (see
Figure 5(b)) with an average grain size of  5 lm that
widens from the SAZ to the root of the weld. The
microstructure in the SZ is not uniform, as its center is
dominated by grains with nearly lath morphology and
globular ferrite grains along these small laths (see
Figure 5(b)). The fraction of equiaxed ferrite grains
increases, while moving from the center of the SZ
toward the interface with the TMAZ. A transition from
the SZ to a globular ferritic microstructure in the
TMAZ is rather gradual in the S275 steel side which is
Fig. 2—Microstructural characteristics of the DSS BM, (a) OM micrograph with few highlighted austenite isles in the ferrite matrix, (b) EBSD
map with IPF coloring with respect to the ND of the BM, (c) EBSD phase map showing the morphology of austenite (blue) and ferrite (red).
Black and white lines, respectively, indicate the traces of high-angle grain boundaries (HAGB) with misorientation above 15 deg, and R3 twin
boundaries with a deviation of 5 deg. (d) {011} and {111} polefigures showing the initial textures in both ferrite matrix (BCC) and austenite isles
(FCC) of the BM (Color figure online).
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on the RS side of the weld, compared to the sharp
transition from TMAZ to SZ in the DSS on AS side of
the weld.
One of the interesting observations made by OM is
that of the micro-interlocking fingers in the interface of
the two dissimilar materials in the center of the weld, as
seen in Figure 5(e). The grain size in the interlocking
fingers increased significantly by few orders of magni-
tude compared to the average grain size of the imme-
diate nearby regions in the SZ of S275, such that in some
cases the entire finger is one grain (see an example
highlighted by an arrow in Figure 5(e)). This can also be
seen in the EBSD IPF map shown in Figure 6(b).
Figure 7 shows the plots of misorientation angle
distributions of ferrite in DSS, austenite in DSS and
S275 steel, for different regions of the weld. For both
materials, a significant fraction of low-angle grain
boundaries (LAGB) with misorientation angles < 10
deg has been observed in the HAZ, which then tends to
decrease by moving into TMAZ and drastically eased
off in the center of the SZ. Both the ferrite matrix and
austenite colonies in the BM of DSS have substantial
fractions of LAGBs, with that of the austenite being
significantly higher, while the S275 steel microstructure
is almost free from LAGBs and substructures. Unlike
the DSS side, the microstructure of different regions of
the S275 welds cannot be easily distinguished by
micrographs, while their plots of misorientation angle
distributions are noticeably different (see Figure 7).
A detailed statistical analysis of the misorientation
angle/axis pairs across the austenite boundaries in the
BM of DSS showed that about 27 pct (Figure 7(a)) of
the high-angle grain boundaries (HAGB) with misori-
entations above 10 deg displayed the first order twin
Fig. 3—Microstructural characteristics of the S275 BM, (a) OM micrograph showing the ferrite grains with arrows highlighting examples of
pearlite colonies, (b) EBSD map with IPF coloring with respect to the ND of the BM, (c) high resolution SEM micrograph of a typical pearlite
colony at a higher magnification, and (d) {011} and {111} polefigures showing the initial textures in BM.
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(R3) orientation relationship, described within the
framework of coincidence site lattice (CSL) model, with
a deviation of 2 deg are characterized by 60 deg rotation
about h111i axis (see Figure 7(e)). Following FSW,
although the volume fraction of austenite was measured
to be approximately the same as that of the BM (i.e., 36
pct), the initially sharp peak in the austenite misorien-
tation distribution centered on the ideal R3 CSL
orientation relationship decreased to about 4 pct. These
are highlighted by arrows in Figures 7(a) and (d). The
misorientation axis vectors expressed in the crystal
lattice coordinates for austenite in the SZ of the weld,
displayed a rotation about h111i direction predomi-
nantly (see Figure 7(f)) indicating that these boundaries
are in fact R3 CSL twins.
C. Weld Microhardness
Figure 8 shows the microhardness map of the weld
cross section along with the plot of microhardness
profiles across both materials from BM on AS (i.e.,
DSS) to BM on RS (i.e., S275 steel). The typical
Fig. 4—Optical micrographs of the microstructure for different regions of the weld in DSS side, (a) transition between BM, HAZ, and TMAZ,
(b) transition between TMAZ and the SZ, (c) the SZ, (d) SAZ of the DSS, (e) SZ close to the root of the weld. Note that the scale of
micrographs (a) through (d) are identical, and that of (e) is provided separately due to higher magnification. Locations of all micrographs are
highlighted on the weld cross section shown in Fig. 1.
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hardness of the BM of the DSS was in the range 260 to
285 HV, while the hardness in the HAZ increased by
approximately 15 to 30 HV, compared to that of the
BM. In the regions of the TMAZ and the SZ of DSS
which displayed a significantly smaller ferrite/austenite
grain size, the hardness increased to  320 to 340 HV
and remained almost unchanged up to the interface with
the S275 steel in the middle of the weld. The measured
hardness of the SAZ of DSS is slightly higher ( 380
HV) than those measured in TMAZ and the SZ. The
maximum measured hardness in the DSS side was that
measured for the root of the weld, which exceeds 560
HV on the bottom edge (Figure 8(a)). Due to the
significant difference between the level of hardness of
DSS and S275 steel, the variation in hardness distribu-
tion in the S275 steel side is not obvious in Figure 8(a).
Hence, for the purpose of a clear illustration of the
hardness distribution in the S275 steel side of the weld,
the data for DSS has been excluded from the hardness
map and shown with a modified scale in Figure 8(b). It
Fig. 5—Optical micrographs of the etched microstructure for different regions of the S275 steel weld, (a) transition between BM, HAZ, and
TMAZ. Note that the BM is on far right and the TMAZ is on far left hand side of the micrograph. (b) Center of the SZ, (c) TMAZ, (d) SAZ,
(e) center of the SZ showing the interlocking fingers from sides of the weld, and (f) transition from HAZ to TMAZ toward the root of the weld.
Locations of all micrographs are highlighted on the weld cross section shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 6—High-resolution EBSD IPF coloring maps with respect to the ND of (a) a region between HAZ and TMAZ of the DSS on AS, (b) the
interface of DSS and S275 steel in the center of SZ, (c) a region between TMAZ (far left), HAZ, and BM (far right) of the S275 steel on RS.
See Fig. 1 for the positions of EBSD maps.
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can be seen that the hardness of the BM of the S275 steel
ranged from  140 to 155 HV. This is then increased to
 165 HV approaching the weld in the HAZ. The
average hardness in TMAZ and the SZ of S275 steel is
about  175 HV and remains almost unchanged
throughout these regions. The maximum hardness in
S275 side is measured at the root of the weld, similarly
to the DSS side, and at the SAZ where it approached
200 HV.
D. Weld Microtexture
Figure 9 shows the OIM using IPF coloring with
respect to the ND and phase map, across the DSS on AS
in the probe dominated area, starting from the BM to
the center of the SZ. Their corresponding {101} and
{111} polefigures of 600 lm wide segments are provided
for the ferrite matrix and austenite isles, respectively.
The microstructure of the BM percolates into the HAZ
Fig. 7—Misorientation angle distributions of the ferrite and the austenite phases with bcc and fcc crystal structures in the DSS side of the weld,
and those of the ferrite phase with bcc crystal structure in the S275 side of the weld, (a) the BM, (b) HAZ, (c) TMAZ, and (d) center of SZ.
Note that the scale of the vertical axes of all plots are not the same, for clarity. (e) and (f) respectively show the distribution of misorientation
axis vectors in the crystal lattice coordinates for the BM and center of SZ, corresponding to the plots for austenite phase in DSS presented in (a)
and (d).
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of the weld where the relatively strong texture of both
ferrite and austenite phases in the as-received material
(see Figure 2(d)) becomes weaker and starts to trans-
form to a completely different texture distribution by
rotation ( 20 to 30 deg) around ND and TD. The
rotation of the grains that are either clockwise (CW) or
counter-clockwise (CCW) can be seen in the EBSD
maps in Figure 9(b), and also in the OM micrographs
Fig. 8—(a) Microhardness map of the dissimilar weld cross section including the BM, HAZ, TMAZ, and SZ of both materials, (b)
microhardness map of the S275 steel side of the weld cross section at a different scale, and (c) profiles of the microhardness along the lines
shown in (a).
Fig. 9—EBSD maps across the BM, HAZ, TMAZ, and SZ of the DSS on AS of the weld, with their associated polefigures in 600 lm steps
along the whole map, (a) (101) polefigures of ferrite with bcc crystal structure in DSS, (b) EBSD IPF coloring with respect to the ND and phase
maps, and (c) (111) polefigures of austenite with fcc crystal structure in DSS. The position of the map is indicated in Fig. 1. For all the
polefigures the ND is in the center and the WD at the bottom.
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presented in Figure 4(a). The texture is then trans-
formed into an entirely different texture distribution
than that of the BM after moving into the TMAZ, with
uniform equiaxed fine ferrite and austenite grains. From
the TMAZ to the center of the SZ, for both ferrite and
austenite phases, the textures are similar, but with
slightly different intensities and a measurable systematic
rotation. The OIM map in Figure 9(b) shows no
dominant orientation in the TMAZ and SZ, with no
alternating texture. Despite changes in the morphology,
size and distribution of austenite colonies across the
TMAZ and the SZ (Figure 9(b)), the phase map shows
that the fraction of ferrite and austenite do not change
significantly from those of the BM (i.e., 64 pct and 36
pct respectively).
At the extreme AS side of the weld (i.e., TMAZ of
DSS), the strong (101) pole of the ferrite texture lies in
the TD plane, tilted  70 deg from the ND (see
Figure 9(a)). This then rotates around the ND as a
function of distance, x, from the center of the weld, such
that at the center, where x = 0 the stronger (101) pole is
at an angle of  25 deg from the WD plane, with a
slightly increased tilted angle (i.e., from  70 deg to  80
deg) from the ND. The strong (111) pole of the austenite
texture at the extreme AS side lies on a plane at  35 deg
from the WD plane, tilted  55 deg from the ND (see
Figure 9(c)). In a similar manner to the ferrite texture,
the austenite polefigure rotates around the ND as a
function of distance from the center of weld, such that at
the center, the strong (111) pole lies in the TD plane,
with a slightly increased tilted angle (i.e.,  65 deg) from
the ND. It is interesting to note that the austenite’s (111)
polefigure becomes significantly stronger by moving
from TMAZ into the SZ, where the texture intensity
remains to the center of the weld. Overall, both ferrite
and austenite textures in the DSS have  60 deg
systematic CW rotation around the ND from the
extreme AS side to the center of the weld.
A similar evolution can be observed from the center
of the weld to the extreme RS side (i.e., S275 steel), with
the only difference being that the transition from SZ to
TMAZ is much broader in the AS than the RS.
Figure 10 shows the OIM using IPF coloring with
regard to the ND, across the S275 steel on RS in the
probe dominated area, starting from the BM to the
center of the SZ. Their corresponding {101} polefig-
ures of 600 lm wide segments are also provided. The
microstructure of the BM extends into the HAZ where
the randomly distributed texture of the BM (shown also
in Figure 3(d)) rotates a few degrees ( 5 deg) CW
around the ND. The random texture then transforms
into an off axis shear texture by stepping into the
TMAZ, with uniform equiaxed ferrite grains. From the
TMAZ toward the interface with the SZ, the trans-
formed texture becomes stronger; thereafter to the
center of the SZ the textures are similar with a
systematic rotation as a function of distance from the
center of the weld. The OIM in Figure 10 shows
dominant near h001i (Red) and h111i (Blue) grain
orientations in a region of ~ 2.5 mm thickness in TMAZ
on the far RS of the SZ. Beyond this region to the center
of the SZ, it is clear that the near h101i (green) grain
orientation becomes dominant. This has been reflected
in the polefigures by the stronger intensity of the poles in
the SZ where the near h101i grain orientation is
dominant. At the center of the weld, which is about
1.2 mm away from the interface with the DSS, at this
particular location, the strong (101) pole is in the TD
plane, tilted  60 deg from the ND. Note that this
makes the pole at an angle of  150 deg from the WD.
This then rotates around the ND as a function of
distance from the center of the weld, x, (i.e., CCW
rotation toward the interface with DSS, and CW
rotation toward the extreme RS), keeping the  60
deg tilted angle from the ND. The maximum rotation at
the extreme RS side (i.e., TMAZ) is about  55 deg
from the center of the weld, around the ND.
E. Weld Residual Stress
Figures 11(a) and (b) show residual stress maps
assessed from the weld cross section along the weld’s
TD and along the weld ND, respectively. The outline of
the weld and the interface between the two materials are
highlighted for clarity. The magnitudes and distribu-
tions of the measured residual stress components varies
for different regions of the weld. The associated uncer-
tainties for these measurements were all within ±30MPa
considering 95 pct confidence interval. In both sides of
the weld, the transverse residual stress is compressive in
the SAZ (Figure 11(a)), with the maximum stress of 
327 ± 30 MPa in the DSS and  176 ± 30 MPa in the
S275 steel. This shows that the magnitude of the
compressive residual stress in the SAZ of DSS is
significantly larger, by almost an order of magnitude,
than that of the SAZ of S275 steel. The measured
residual stress in the SZ of DSS is compressive with
significantly lower magnitudes, and that of the SZ of
S275 steel is negligible with magnitudes around 0 MPa.
In the BMs the measured stresses are both tensile, with
that of the DSS larger, with magnitudes approaching
150 MPa. It appears that the tensile transverse residual
stress is balanced by compressive stresses on both edges
of the plate, one of them being SAZ, with different
magnitudes depending on the material. Overall, the SZ
and TMAZ of both materials in the welded region have
very small residual stress magnitudes.
Figure 11(b) shows that the normal residual stress is
almost entirely compressive in the S275 steel side of the
weld with a maximum stress of  150 MPa, and
conversely tensile in the DSS side, with a maximum
measured stress of + 342 MPa in the BM. The
measured residual stress map in the ND appears to be
distributed in a manner that intends to twist the weld.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Microstructure Evolution
The low magnification OM of the etched weld cross
section (see Figure 1 for S275 steel) showed that the
welded region can be identified from the BM; however,
different zones of the weld (e.g., SAZ or TMAZ) cannot
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be distinguished at low magnifications. It is apparent
that the weld interior exhibits a high degree of continu-
ity, although few features are observed toward the root
of the weld on DSS side that appeared to be defects
(Figure 1). The presence of wormholes on the AS of the
welded joint may be caused by a lack of flow due to low
heat input during the FSW process.[60,61] A significant
grain growth is observed in the interlocking fingers
where the two dissimilar materials join in the interface in
the center of the weld (see Figures 5(e) and 6(b)). A
previous study on dissimilar FSW between the same
materials as those used in this study showed excellent
chemical bonding between the dissimilar materials with
chromium, nickel and molybdenum measured to diffuse
across the interface from the DSS to the S275 steel.[46]
Hence, due to the higher possibility of carbon diffusing
more readily than chromium and nickel, the significant
ferrite grain growth on the interface (see Figure 5(e))
could be a result of decarburization in S275 steel on the
boundary.[62]
The area fraction of the S275 steel appears to be
larger than that of the DSS such that in the middle of
the weld in the probe dominated area, the distance from
the center of the weld to the boundary between HAZ
and TMAZ on the RS ( 6.9 mm) is  1.5 mm longer
than that of the AS ( 5.4 mm). This can be seen by
comparing the lengths of the long EBSD maps for both
DSS and S275 steel presented in Figures 9 and 10,
respectively. The result of previous research on dissim-
ilar FSW steels showed that placing the stronger steel on
the AS increased the amount of martensite formation
and reduced the size of SZ compared to a condition
where the stronger steel is on the RS.[63] This was due to
the higher temperature and stress resulting from placing
the harder steel on the AS. High magnification OM of
both materials in the weld region reveals variations in
the microstructure and grain morphology in different
zones (see Figures 4 and 5). The interface between the
SZ and TMAZ is very distinct on the DSS side which is
located on AS, while it is more diffuse on the S275 steel
Fig. 10—EBSD IPF coloring maps with respect to the ND across the BM, HAZ, TMAZ, and SZ of the S275 steel on RS of the weld, with their
associated (101) polefigures in 600 lm steps along the whole map. The positions of the map is indicated in Fig. 1. For all the polefigures the ND
is in the center and the WD at the bottom. The two rows of OIMs and polefigures are the extensions of one another and need to be looked into
as a single row.
Fig. 11—Residual stress distribution, measured by XRD, on the
dissimilar materials’ weld cross section, (a) along the TD and (b)
along the ND. The interfaces of the weld with the parent materials
are highlighted in both maps.
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side on the RS. The effective tapering angle of the weld
varies between 45 deg and 60 deg, depending on the
distance from the SAZ, due to the geometry of the tool.
Temperature measurements were not carried out
during the FSW neither in the part nor in the tool
shoulder, and hence, the exact temperatures of different
regions of the weld can only be estimated through the
observations made on the resulted microstructures.
Since the microstructure in the SZ of the S275 steel
contains a mixture of acicular ferrite and granular ferrite
(see Figure 5(b)), it can be postulated that during FSW
the temperature of the ferritic-pearlitic microstructure of
the BM (Figure 3) on the RS exceeded the Ac1 temper-
ature. However, the mixed acicular ferrite and granular
ferrite microstructure, with the dominance of the latter,
implies that the temperature did not exceed the Ac3
temperature, but was rather closer to the Ac1 temper-
ature thereby allowing full transformation to austenite.
The Ac1 and Ac3 temperatures of the grade of S275 steel
used in this study, with chemical compositions listed in
Table I, have been calculated to be 1079 ± 24 K (806 ±
24 C) and 1168 ± 35 K (895 ± 20 C), respectively,
considering a 20 K/s (20 C/s) heating rate in the
analyses. Changing the heating rate by 10 K/s (10 C/s)
(i.e., slower or faster) in the analysis results in less than
15 K (15 C) variation from the average values.[64] This
shows that although the temperature on the AS may rise
to temperatures slightly higher than that of the RS due
to firstly, the harder nature of the DSS,[63] and secondly
the higher heat input resulted from the alignment of
both rotational and translational movements of the
probe in a same direction,[40–44] the temperature cannot
still be far above the Ac1 of the S275 steel (i.e., 1079 ±
24 K) during FSW, considering a fairly high thermal
conductivity of steels.
Owing to their chemical compositions, on heating,
duplex stainless steels transform entirely to ferrite at
temperatures about 1300 to 1400 C, and maintain this
microstructure at temperatures up to their melting
point. For lower temperatures, around that of the Ac1
for the S275 steel (i.e., 1079 ± 24 K), given the fast
nature of the FSW process, the two-phase microstruc-
ture of DSS is maintained with a negligible decrease in
the fraction of austenite and minimal grain growth.[65–68]
At this temperature, the DSS is subjected to extremely
high level of shear deformation, resulting in the forma-
tion of fine and ultrafine grains in the SZ, SAZ, and
TMAZ (see Figure 4). However, the microstructure
within these zones varies, depending on the temperature
distribution from the center of the SZ toward TMAZ. In
the SZ, where the temperature is higher, the austenite
colonies tend to grow by a small amount (see
Figure 4(c)) compared to those in the SAZ and the
TMAZ (see Figures 4(b) and (d), respectively).
The heating cycle generated by the FSW, partially
transforms the original ferritic–pearlitic BM microstruc-
ture of the SZ of S275 steel to austenite-ferrite
dual-phase state at temperatures just above the Ac1
(1079 ± 24 K). The small fraction of acicular ferrite in
the microstructure of the SZ (see Figure 5(b)) indicates
that the fraction of ferrite-transformed austenite must
have been quite small. These mixed phases were then
subjected to severe plastic deformation by the FSW,
whereby the austenite phase underwent a solid-state
phase transformation to acicular ferrite under condi-
tions of rapid cooling and high shear strain.[11,69,70] The
microstructure formed in the SZ varies, depending on
the temperature distribution from the center of the SZ
toward TMAZ, as the fraction of acicular ferrite
completely disappeared away from the center of the
SZ and by approaching TMAZ and the SAZ from all
directions (Figure 5).
It is well established that during hot deformation of
DSS, strain tends to preferentially partition into com-
paratively softer ferrite,[71–76] in particular in the regions
adjacent to the austenite/ferrite interphase, where most
of the strain would be accommodated. A ratio of five
has been reported for the strain accumulated in ferrite to
that of austenite in DSS.[73] These strain incompatibil-
ities in the interphase regions together with the differ-
ences in the morphology of both phases, result in the
formation of complex austenite and ferrite microstruc-
tures within DSS.[77] It is widely accepted that ferrite,
owing to its relatively high stacking fault energy (SFE),
softens during hot deformation through an intense
dynamic recovery (DRV) mechanism.[77] Upon reaching
higher levels of strain, this mechanism might evolve into
‘‘extended’’ DRV, which is commonly known as con-
tinuous dynamic recrystallization (CDRX).[77] CDRX is
not associated with the formation of new grains through
nucleation and growth; it is rather the progressive
conversion of low-angle grain boundaries (LAGBs),
during severe plastic deformation to high-angle grain
boundaries (HAGBs) upon reaching a critical misorien-
tation angle, through continuous absorption of disloca-
tions.[78–80] The LAGBs are formed within the grains by
DRV at the early stages of deformation. This mecha-
nism has been observed to occur in both single-phase
ferrite steels[77,81–89] and ferrite in dual-phase
steels.[81,90–95] Accordingly, it can be deduced that the
formation of fine and ultrafine grains in S275 steel and
ferrite phase in DSS may be due to the CDRX caused by
substantial levels of shear deformation and the heat
induced by the FSW process.
For the S275 steel, this view can be supported by the
plots of misorientation angle distributions for different
zones, shown in Figure 7. In the SZ, where both the
shear strain and temperature are the highest, the CDRX
process progressed to a stage that has resulted in higher
fraction of recrystallized grains manifested by a reason-
able fit between misorientation angle distribution and
the theoretical MacKenzie distribution (Figure 7(d)).
The fraction of LAGBs and substructures in the
misorientation angle distribution of the SZ
(Figure 7(d)) may be due to the transformation-induced
lattice distortion caused by small fraction of acicular
ferrite formed as a result of austenite-to-ferrite trans-
formation on cooling. In the TMAZ (Figure 7(c)),
where the temperature is rather lower than the SZ, the
CDRX process has not been completed, and as a result,
a substantial amount of lattice strain is still locked in the
microstructure. This can be seen from the high resolu-
tion EBSD map of the HAZ+TMAZ of the S275 steel
in Figure 6(c), and also optical micrographs presented in
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Figures 5(a) and (f). In the HAZ, both the shear strain
and temperature, induced by the FSW, were not high
enough to trigger the CDRX process, and the strain has
consequently left in the microstructure in form of lattice
strains which has resulted in a significantly large fraction
of LAGBs (Figure 7(b)). Considering the ferrite phase
in the DSS, although the CDRX may be the dominant
recrystallization mechanism,[96] deducing it from the
plots of misorientation angle distribution (Figure 7) is
rather complicated. Due to the preferential partitioning
of strain into the ferrite phase in the DSS, the grains
newly recrystallized through the CDRX process can be
strained again during the FSW. This can be seen in the
misorientation angle distribution plots of the SZ and
TMAZ of the ferrite phase (see Figures 7(c) and (d)) in
which substantial fractions of LAGBs exist.
On the other hand, it is also well accepted that the
austenite phase having a relatively low SFE, softens
during hot deformation through discontinuous dynamic
recrystallization (DDRX) that impedes theDRVprocess,
unlike the ferrite phase.[77,97,98] DDRX is the nucleation
and subsequent growth of new grains, and the evolution
of this process during hot plastic deformation gives rise to
gradual softening of austenite. In single-phase austenite,
DDRX grains tend to nucleate through strain-induced
boundary migration which includes bulging of the
original grain boundaries, which is often accompanied
by multiple twinning.[77,99–102] However, in the duplex
austenite/ferrite microstructure, the population of orig-
inal austenite/austenite grain boundaries that are pro-
viding potential sites for DDRX nucleation, can be
significantly reduced compared to that of a single-phase
austenite, resulting in delayed or suppressed DDRX in
austenite.[81,95] The frequency of occurrence of austen-
ite/ferrite and austenite/austenite grain boundaries in
DSS is governed by the ratio and topology of the
constituent phases. Results of a recent study suggest that
DDRX grains are associated with HAGBs, which mainly
originated from the distorted pre-existing coherent twin
grain boundaries, formed at highly stressed locations in
the vicinity of an austenite/ferrite interphase.[103] This
viewwas attributed to the low strain level partitioned into
austenite being insufficient to convert the originally
immobile coherent twin boundaries into general high-an-
gle grain boundaries.[103] It is the most likely dominant
mechanism operating in the austenite phase of the DSS
during the FSW in this study, as the significantly high
fraction of coherent twin boundaries in the BM (see
Figures 7(a) and (e)) has been reduced to a small fraction
in the SZ (Figures 7(d) and (f)) after FSW. Comparison
between the plots of misorientation angle distributions of
the austenite phase in the BM and in the SZ of the DSS
(Figures 7(a) and (d)), show that the original coherent
twin boundaries became increasingly deformed and
progressively transformed to general boundaries under
severe shear strain at high temperature, induced by the
FSW.[100,104] Despite the significantly high level of shear
strain, in the present work this transformation has not yet
been completed, whichmay be due to the aforementioned
limited strain partitioning into austenite.[103]
In the TMAZof bothmaterials (see Figures 4, 5 and 6),
particularly toward the root of the weld (Figures 4(e),
5(f)), fine and ultrafine equiaxed grains have been
observed, similar to the formation of fine grains during
FSW of other grades of steels.[11,12,47,52,57,105–108] No
evidence of acicular ferrite has been seen in the TMAZ of
the S275 steel, suggesting that the temperature was below
the Ac1 during the FSW. This shows that the temperature
in the vicinity of the pin can be significantly lower,
possibly below the Ac1 temperature of S275 steel,
compared to that close to the tool shoulder.
The grain size refinement in both steels has resulted in
a slight increase in hardness in the TMAZs, particularly
close to the root of the weld, and also the SAZs, which
can be seen in Figures 8(a) and (b). These results are in
agreement with those of previous research into FSW of
DSS, where the 270 HV hardness of the BM rises to a
value of 300 HV in the TMAZ and the SZ.[109] Perhaps
the hardness map is a best tool for displaying the grain
size distribution in different zones of both steels.
A previous study on FSW of microalloyed steel[11]
showed minimum measured residual stress components
in TMAZ with recrystallized ferrite grains. In the
present study, no particular pattern can be observed in
the residual stress map (see Figure 11), although the
stress magnitude in the weld overall is lower than those
of the BM for either steel. The measured ND component
of residual stress is tensile for DSS and compressive for
S275 steel (Figure 11(b)) which can mirror the geomet-
rically necessary stresses arising from the different
thermal expansion coefficients of both materials, result-
ing in the formation of heterogeneous strain fields in the
microstructure, on cooling. Additionally, residual stress
typically exists in DSS due to the different nature of the
constituent phases.[110,111]
B. Texture Development
Figures 9(a), (c) and 10 show clear systematic rota-
tions of the texture, respectively for ferrite and austenite
phases in DSS and ferrite in S275 steel, across the
TMAZ and the SZ from far AS to the far RS. Similar
behavior has been observed for aluminum,[55] Ti-6Al-4V
alloy,[56] and a DH46 microalloyed steel, that like the
S275 steel investigated in this study, undergoes phase
transformation.[11] This suggests that the entire SZ and
TMAZ are dominated by off-axis shear textures, as
previously reported for aluminum alloys, pure iron and
microalloyed steel.[10,11,112,113] In these materials, the
textures within the TMAZ and the SZ were identical and
related to one another by two rotation angles; a rotation
angle (a) around the ND and a constant tilt angle (b)
around a direction perpendicular to the ND. Referring
to a methodology developed for aluminum,[55] which has
been successfully applied to both Ti-6Al-4V[56] and
microalloyed steel,[11] each undergoing a phase trans-
formation during FSW, the systematic rotation of the
texture around the ND as a function of distance, x, from
the center of the weld in the TD, can be calculated by
Eq. [1]. In this relationship, x0 is the weld radius,
including both SZ and TMAZ, at a point of interest.
This implies that the material just in the vicinity of the
probe is sheared in the direction of probe tangent, in a
manner that results in the shear surface in the post weld
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microstructure having a semi-circular geometry, formed






The long EBSD maps acquired from the weld cross
section (see Figures 9 and 10), covering both steels, in
which the orientations, defined by Euler angles with
respect to the specimen axes (WD, TD, ND), are
transformed to the local shear reference frame (h, Z, r)
using an in-house developed software in MATLAB,
based on the approach developed and demonstrated for
aluminum.[55] This includes multiplying the orientation
matrix, G, for each point in the EBSD maps, by Ra, to
account for rotation angle of a around ND. This is
followed by multiplying the outcome by Rb to rotate the
new orientation matrix by a constant angle of b around
TD, as outlined in Eq. [2]. In these analyses, a is
evaluated from Eq. [1], taking into account x0 = 4650
lm for the DSS on AS, and x0 = 7038 lm for the S275
on RS. For clockwise rotations, a has been considered
negative and positive for rotations anti-clockwise. The
slightly smaller radius of the weld on the AS may be due
to the forward motion of the tool that has an opposite
effect on the radius on the RS of the weld due to
opposing direction of motion.[55]
Gr ¼ GRaRb;
Ra ¼
cos a sin a 0








0 cos b sin b






However, for the weld investigated in this study,
rotation of the EBSD maps from the sample reference
frame (WD, TD, ND), based on the methodology
described by Eqs. 1 and 2, was insufficient to bring the
polefigures to the local shear reference frame (h, Z, r).
Firstly, as opposed to the aluminum[55] from which the
above methodology was developed, the b rotation angle
around TD was not constant for different regions of
either steels in the dissimilar weld investigated in this
study. In the SZ of each steel, the b angle appears to be
constant at 60 deg, while by entering the TMAZ from
the SZ in both sides of the weld the b angle decreases to
a minimum of 50 deg on the AS and 49 deg on the RS.
This is shown in Figure 12(b) as a function of distance
from the center of the weld for both materials. In fact,
the position the b angle starts to decline, is coincidently
the start of TMAZ on both sides of the weld. A sharp
TMAZ on AS and more diffused TMAZ on RS is
clearly observed. This is likely to be due to the tri-flat
geometry of the six sided probe, which has three flat
sides and three curved sides with different radii, and
different tapering angles. Figure 12(a) shows schemati-
cally that b1 and b2 are the tapering angles, respectively,
for the curved sides with a radius R, and flat sides with a
radius r.
Secondly, the Ra and Rb rotations around the ND and
TD, respectively, were necessary but, not sufficient, to
rotate the EBSD maps from the sample reference frame
to the local shear reference frame. Instead, the outcome
of multiplying the orientation matrix, G, by Ra and Rb
(Eq. [2]) needed to be multiplied further by Rx, to
account for additional rotation around WD. This is
shown schematically in Figure 12(c) for two imaginary
poles shown by solid circles, one on the left hand side
representing DSS on AS and the other on the right hand
side representing the S275 on RS, that required rotation
to the center of the polefigure to match the local shear
reference frame. Multiplying the orientation matrix, G,
by Ra and Rb rotated the poles to positions on the WD
plane that are represented by dotted circles (see
Figure 12(c)), and require further rotation by x to
rotate to the center. Similarly to a, for clockwise
rotations (i.e., AS of the weld) x has been considered
negative, and positive for anti-clockwise (i.e., RS of the
weld). x changes as a function of distance from the
center of the weld (see Figure 12(b)) which appears to be
fairly linear in the SZ and become complicated in the
TMAZ of both materials. For the purpose of visualizing
the applied x rotations, solid rectangles representing
individual EBSD maps were rotated by the actual x
angles, as a function of distance from the center of the
weld overlaid on the optical micrograph of the weld
cross section, shown in Figure 12(d). This implies that
the local shear reference frame is rotating around WD as
a function of distance from the center of the weld, which
is crucially dependant on the geometry of the probe.
Hence, to account for the additional x rotation, the
methodology presented in Eq. [2] is corrected to the
form shown in Eq. [3], in which Ra and Rb are exactly
the same as those presented in Eq. [2].
Gr ¼ GRaRbRx;
Rx ¼







The rotated EBSD maps, which describe the orienta-
tion of each data point with respect to the local shear
reference frame, are shown in Figures 13 and 14 for the
DSS and S275 steel, respectively. The rotated map of the
DSS (Figure 13(b)) is dominated by near h101i and
h111i crystal directions parallel to the r direction of the
local shear reference frame. On the RS, the rotated map
of S275 steel (Figure 14) is strongly dominated by the
h101i crystal orientation (green) up to the interface with
the HAZ, where the texture fades away. These corrected
data presented in Figures 13 and 14 allow detailed
analyses of the dominant texture components during
FSW relative to the shear reference frame at a point of
interest across the weld. Shear textures are commonly
defined in terms of crystallographic plane {hkl} and
direction huvwi aligned parallel to the shear plane
normal (Z) and shear direction (h), respectively.
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Fig. 12—(a) Schematic illustration of the cross section of the probe in WD-TD and ND-TD plane of views, (b) plot of actual applied rotation
angles b and x as a function of distance from the center of the weld, x, (c) schematic polefigure diagram of the location of one of the strong
poles (i.e., (101) for bcc, and (111) for fcc) in the sample reference frame and the application of rotation matrix (i.e., rotation by a, b, and x) to
rotate it to the local shear reference frame, and (d) optical micrograph of the weld cross section with schematic illustration of x rotation of the
EBSD maps as a function of distance from far AS to far RS.
Fig. 13—EBSD IPF coloring across TMAZ and SZ of the DSS after rotation to the local shear reference frame (h, Z, r), along with their
resultant polefigures. (a) (101) polefigures of ferrite in DSS, (b) EBSD IPF maps with respect to ‘r’ direction, and (c) (111) polefigures of
austenite in DSS. The polefigures are presented with Z on top, shear direction (h) on the right, and r in the center.
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Accordingly, this is the alignment of the {111} slip
planes with the Z and the h110i slip direction with h in
fcc materials. In bcc materials, the ideal orientations
formed by simple shear deformation are along two
partial fibers of {hkl}h111i and {110}huvwi. For both fcc
and bcc crystal structures, these contain different ideal
shear components that are summarized in Table II.[114]
For both materials used in this study, shear defor-
mations are taking place at various temperatures,
depending on the position within the weld. Referring
back to the microstructural observations discussed
earlier, the temperature in the S275 steel is £ Ac1
temperature in which the microstructure is either
entirely or predominantly bcc ferrite. In the DSS side,
although the temperature is expected to be slightly
higher, the two-phase microstructure of DSS is main-
tained, as the temperature is far below the austen-
ite—ferrite transformation temperature range (
1300 C to 1400 C). Hence, the deformation textures
with respect to the shear reference frame in S275 steel
and the ferrite phase of DSS are expected to be similar
to the ideal shear deformation in bcc metal, and that of
the austenite phase of DSS should contain ideal shear
deformation components of fcc metal. The experimen-
tally measured textures of the S275 steel and both ferrite
and austenite of the DSS, following the rotation
corrections from the sample reference frame to the
shear reference frame, are compared with ideal shear
deformations of bcc and fcc metals, and the results are
shown in Figure 15.
Fig. 14—EBSD IPF coloring across SZ and TMAZ of the S275 steel after rotation to the local shear reference frame (h, Z, r) with respect to ‘r’
direction, along with their resultant (101) polefigures. The polefigures are presented with Z on top, shear direction (h) on the right, and r in the
center.
Table II. Ideal Crystallographic Orientations Induced During Simple Shear Deformation in bcc and fcc Materials[114]






35.3 / 215.3 45 0




144.7 / 324.7 45 0
54.7 / 234.7 90 45




B f112g 110h i 0 / 120 / 240 54.7 45
B f112g 110
 
60 / 180 / 300 54.7 45
C {001}h110i 90 / 270 45 0
0 / 180 90 45
bcc D1 f112g 111h i 54.7 / 234.7 45 0
144.7 / 324.7 90 45
D2 f112g 111h i 125.3 / 305.3 45 0









90 / 210 / 330 54.7 45
J f110g 112
 
30 / 150 / 270 54.7 45
F {110}h001i 0 / 180 45 0
90 / 270 90 45
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After correcting the data for rotation from the sample
reference frame (WD, TD, ND) to the local shear
reference frame (h, Z, r), the rotated polefigures across
TMAZ and SZ of both materials become almost
identical, with slight differences in intensity of the poles
as a function of position (see Figures 13 and 14). This
confirms that the deformation textures are simple shear,
resulting from the final severe deformation in the
material, caused by the trailing edge of the
probe.[11,55,56,115] Figure 15(a), shows the A, A, B, and
B shear texture components for {111} crystallographic
planes of fcc metals (see Table II) superimposed on the
{111} polefigure of austenite in DSS from the center of
the weld, with respect to the local shear reference frame.
It can be observed that the poles match reasonably well
with the projection of the A, A, B, and B ideal shear
texture components of fcc metals (Figure 15(a)). This is
further confirmed in Figure 16(a) which shows the
rotated data in orientation distribution function
(ODF) space, emphasizing the dominance of A, A, B,
and B components.
Similarly, Figure 15(b) and c, respectively, show the
ideal shear texture components for {101} crystal-
lographic planes of bcc metals superimposed on the
{101} polefigures of ferrite in DSS and ferrite in S275
steel, both from the center of the weld, with respect to
the local shear reference frame. Their respective ODFs
are shown in Figures 16(b) and (c), with the ideal shear
texture components for bcc metals superimposed.
Figure 16(b) shows that D1, D2, I, I , and F are the
dominant shear texture components in the ferrite phase
of DSS, while Figure 16(c) shows that D1, D2, E, E , and
F are the dominant shear texture components in S275
steel.
The excellent match between the rotated data of the
S275 steel, in both polefigure (see Figure 15(c)) and
ODF (see Figure 16(c)) forms, and the projection of D1,
D2, E, E , and F ideal shear texture components of bcc
metal, indicate that the deformation occurs at or around
the Ac1 temperature where the microstructure is pre-
dominantly ferrite. A well-defined D shear texture
component had been observed during friction stir
processing of pure iron,[57] and FSW of microalloyed
steel[11] where polygonal ferrite dominated the entire
microstructure of the former and TMAZ of the latter. In
this study, the observed microstructures of the SZ and
Fig. 15—Polefigures displaying the texture in terms of the local shear reference frame (i.e., shear direction (h), and shear plane normal (Z)) of (a)
{111} crystallographic plane of austenite phase in DSS, with A, A, B, and B of the ideal shear deformation components for fcc metals
superimposed, (b) and (c) {101} crystallographic plane of ferrite in both DSS and S275 steel, respectively, with D1, D2, E, E , and F of the ideal
shear deformation components for bcc metals superimposed. (d) and (e) are the ideal shear deformation components for fcc and bcc metals,
respectively, for which the data are taken from Ref. [114].
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TMAZ of S275 steel are primarily polygonal ferrite (see
Figure 5) with identical resultant texture in all these
zones (see Figure 14).
In DSS side of the weld, despite superior matches
between the corrected ODFs of both austenite and
ferrite phases and their relevant ideal shear texture
components (see Figures 16(a) and (b)), their respective
polefigures (see Figures 15(a) and (b)) show that the
intensities of some of the poles are significantly higher.
This has resulted in the faded appearance of the poles
with lower intensities, to a degree that a match between
the weak poles and the projection of the ideal shear
texture components is hardly possible. Such variant
intensities in the poles have been observed during FSW
of Ti-6Al-4V alloy[56] and microalloyed steel,[11] both
undergoing phase transformation. These were recog-
nized as evidence of significant variant selection during
a ﬁ b,[56] and austenite ﬁ ferrite[11] phase transforma-
tions, respectively, due possibly to the directionality of
the heat transfer, and the thermally induced stresses in
the weld as a result of constrained thermal contraction
during cooling.[56] However, this is unlikely to be the
case in this study, since during FSW, the temperature in
the AS, where the DSS is located, reaches temperatures
between Ac1 and Ac3 for the S275 steel which is
significantly lower than 1000 C. As mentioned previ-
ously, at this temperature, the two-phase microstructure
of the DSS is maintained, with no changes in the
fraction of ferrite and austenite, while both phases
undergo shear deformation simultaneously. This may be
caused by the preferential partitioning of strain into
ferrite during FSW, leading to differences in the stress
state across the grains of both phases.[116,117] This results
in variations in the selection of slip systems in different
grain regions such that some slip systems accommodate
the deformation more than the others.[116,117]
Comparisons between these observations and those
reported for pure iron[57] and microalloyed steel[11]
imply that FSW results in well-defined D shear texture
components in bcc ferrite, disregarding the cooling rate
and chemical compositions. However, differences are
observed in the nature of the shear deformations in
single-phase ferrite compared to the ferrite phase in a
dual-phase duplex steel. Figure 16(b) clearly shows that
preferential partitioning of strain into ferrite in DSS has
resulted in the development of strong I and I shear
Fig. 16—u2 = 0 and u2 = 45 ODF sections for the rotated dataset in the local shear reference frame across the whole weld (i.e., TMAZ and
SZ of both DSS and S275 steel) for (a) austenite phase of DSS with the ideal shear components of fcc metals superimposed; (b) and (c) ferrite
phase in DSS and S275 steel, respectively, with the ideal shear components of bcc metals superimposed. The data are calculated based on
WIMV method using a data clustering angle of 3 deg and a Gaussian half width of 5 deg. The Euler angles of ideal shear texture components
for both fcc and bcc metals are provided in Table II.
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texture components, but no evidence of E and E
components. On the contrary, Figure 16(c) shows that
in single-phase ferrite of S275 steel, E and E are the
dominant shear texture components, with no traces of I
and I components. Nevertheless, these observations
suggest that the texture across the whole weld between
dissimilar steels is simple shear texture with respect to
the shear reference frame.
Finally, welds between dissimilar metals and alloys
are becoming increasingly an important part of manu-
facturing of engineering components and structures
across different industries. These include joining dissim-
ilar steels for applications in shipbuilding and oil and
gas industries, and lightweight grades of aluminum to
aluminum or to steels or magnesium in automotive and
aerospace industries.[19,24,27,39] Welding stainless steels
directly to carbon steel is generally for the purpose of
cost reduction, as constructing the entire structure from
stainless steels may be extremely expensive due to their
approximately ten times higher prices than that of
carbon steels. Therefore, the use of stainless steels can be
minimized, where possible, by replacing and joining
them to carbon steel through an appropriate welding
technique such as FSW, without compromising the
integrity of the structure. However, several problems
might arise from welding dissimilar materials due to
their different inherent thermophysical and thermome-
chanical properties such as dissimilar heat conductivity,
thermal expansion, and melting temperatures.[118–121]
All these need to be carefully taken into consideration
while joining dissimilar materials using FSW, to pre-
serve the desired mechanical properties on both sides of
the weld. For instance, joining stainless steels to other
materials can lead to the deterioration of their stainless
properties with enhanced susceptibility to corrosion.[121]
The results presented in this paper can be used by
welding engineers to understand the development of
microstructure in different regions of the weld during
FSW of dissimilar steels, whereby appropriate process
parameters can be implemented to achieve desired
microstructures. Furthermore, the knowledge generated
on microstructure evolution and the methodology
developed for predicting texture evolution as a function
of tool’s geometry can be used for validation and
augmentation of predictive microstructure and materials
models, particularly those based on crystal plasticity.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study, evolution of microstructure and crys-
tallographic texture during dissimilar friction stir weld-
ing of duplex stainless steel to a low carbon-manganese
structural steel type S275 were investigated. The main
results of this research are as follows:
 The friction stir welding of dissimilar duplex stain-
less steel to S275 steel resulted in the formation of
fine and ultrafine equiaxed grains in the SZ, SAZ,
and TMAZ of both materials. The observed refine-
ment can be due to CDRX of ferrite in S275 steel
and ferrite phase of DSS, and DDRX of austenite
phase of DSS, under large shear strains induced by
the FSW and severe undercooling.
 It is suggested that the peak temperature achieved in
the SZ of S275 steel during FSW was close to the
lower end of Ac1 to Ac3 temperature range, resulting
in a mixed microstructure of predominantly polyg-
onal ferrite with a small fraction of acicular ferrite,
due to the austenite-ferrite transformation on cool-
ing. This, however, can be slightly higher in the SZ
of DSS on the AS, due to the same direction of tool
rotational and forward motions, and also the higher
strength of the DSS.
 The deformation in the S275 occurred at or around
the Ac1 temperature in the presence of predomi-
nantly ferrite phase. The deformation in ferrite in all
zones, including SZ, TMAZ, and the SAZ, is shear
dominated by D1f112g 111h i; D2f112g 111h i; Ef110g
111h i; Ef110g 111h i andFf110g 001h i simple shear
texture components.
 The deformation in the DSS occurred at tempera-
tures between Ac1 and Ac3 of the S275 steel, where
evidence of preferential partitioning of strain into
ferrite phase was observed. The deformation in both
ferrite and austenite phases, with the fractions
maintained as those of the BM, are simple shear
dominated by Af111g 110h i; Af111g 110h i; Bf112g
110h i and Bf112g 110h i ideal shear texture compo-
nents for fcc metals in the austenite, and D1f112g
111h i; D2f112g 111h i; If110g 112h i; If110g 112h i and
Ff110g 001h i ideal shear texture components for bcc
metals in the ferrite.
 The preferential partitioning of strain into the ferrite
phase of the DSS and limitation in deformation has
resulted in the development of I and I shear texture
components, as opposed to E and E in ferrite of the
single-phase S275 steel, although, D1, D2, and F
shear components were developed in both materials
additionally. A comparison between the deforma-
tion behaviors in these steels with previous studies
suggests that disregarding chemical composition, D1,
D2, and F are the favorable shear texture compo-
nents developed in ferrite during FSW.
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